BSA corporate trademark, 2 color (PMS 186 red and 294 blue)

ENTRY SIGNAGE FLOOR PLAN - OPTION 'A'

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

ROUND HOOD POSTS (MIN. 16" DIA.)
METAL SIGNS

ENTRY SIGNAGE ELEVATION - OPTION 'A'

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

ROUND HOOD POSTS (MIN. 16" DIA.)
METAL SIGNS

LETTERING SHALL BE COLORED FOR MAX. VISIBILITY

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA®
YOUR COUNCIL NAME HERE

WELCOME TO
MEDICINE MOUNTAIN
SCOUT RANCH

BSA brand-compliant fonts:
LTC Record Title,
Times New Roman, Arial, or Helvetica

LTC Record Title
(PMS 294 blue)

LTC Record Title
(PMS 186 red)

LTC Record Title
(PMS 294 blue)
Welcome to Medicine Mountain Scout Ranch

BSA corporate trademark, 2 color (PMS 186 red and 234 blue)
BSA brand-compliant font: LTC Record Title

ENTRY SIGNAGE FLOOR PLAN - OPTION 'A'

ENTRY SIGNAGE ELEVATION - OPTION 'C'
Welcome to Medicine Mountain Scout Ranch

BSA corporate trademark, 2 color (PMS 186 red and 234 blue)

BSA brand-compliant font: LTC Record Title

ENTRY SIGNAGE FLOOR PLAN - OPTION 'A'

ENTRY SIGNAGE ELEVATION - OPTION 'C'

STONE BASE

METAL SIGN

GET METAL SILHOUETTE - PAINTED PMS 234 blue

ACCENT STRIP - PAINTED PMS 234 blue

METAL SIGN - PAINTED PMS 186 red

APPLIED METAL LETTERING (OPTIONAL PAINTED LETTERS)

LETTERING SHALL BE COLORED FOR MAX. VISIBILITY

GET METAL SILHOUETTE - PAINTED PMS 234 blue

STONE BASE
BSA corporate trademark, 2 color (PMS 186 red and 294 blue)

LETTERING SHALL BE COLORED FOR MAX. VISIBILITY

BSA brand-compliant fonts: LTC Record Title, Times New Roman, Arial, or Helvetica

WELCOME TO MEDICINE MOUNTAIN SCOUT RANCH

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA®
YOUR COUNCIL NAME HERE
BSA brand-compliant fonts:
- LTC Record Title,
- Times New Roman, Arial, or Helvetica

BSA corporate trademark,
- 2 color (PMS 186 red and 294 blue)

BSA corporate trademark,
- 2 color (PMS 186 red and 294 blue)
BSA brand-compliant fonts: LTC Record Title, Times New Roman, Arial, or Helvetica

BSA corporate trademark, 2 color (PMS 186 red and 294 blue)

ENTRY SIGNAGE FLOOR PLAN - OPTION 'E'

ENTRY SIGNAGE ELEVATION - OPTION 'E'

LETTERING SHALL BE COLORED FOR MAX. VISIBILITY
BSA brand-compliant font: LTC Record Title, Times New Roman, Arial, or Helvetica

BSA corporate trademark, 2 color (PMS 186 red and 294 blue)

BSA Universal Emblem (PMS 186 red, 294 blue, 116 yellow, 463 brown, black, and white)
BSA brand-compliant font: LTC Record Title, Times New Roman, Arial, or Helvetica

BSA Universal Emblem (PMS 186 red, 294 blue, 116 yellow, 463 brown, black, and white)

Welcome to
Medicine Mountain
Scout Ranch

Boy Scouts of America
Your Council Name Here

LTC Record Title (PMS 186 red)
LTC Record Title (PMS 294 blue)
LTC Record Title (PMS 186 red)

BSA corporate trademark, 2 color (PMS 186 red and 294 blue)

LETTERING SHALL BE COLORED FOR MAX. VISIBILITY

Scale: 1/4" = 1'-0"

SCALE 0 1 2 3 4 FEET